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Abstract: The escape widths for direct proton decay from isobaric analog states in Sb and I nuclei have 
been obtained by combining calculated single-particle widths with experimental spectroscopic 
information for neutron pickup reactions on the respective Sn and Te target nuclei. They display 
a pronounced odd-A/even-A staggering effect with very small widths for the even-A isotopes due 
to the lower proton decay energies. Only data for odd-A nuclei are available, and there is good 
agreement. Combining the calculated escape widths with the known experimental total widths 
yields values for the spreading widths. As expected, and in agreement with theoretical predictions, 
the spreading widths are essentially constant and dependent only weakly on neutron excess. 
Interestingly, the spreading widths are independent of whether statistical isospin-violating neutron 
decay is energetically possible or not, as is the case for the isobaric analog states of the light Sn 
isotopes with A< 116. The branching ratios for the isospin-forbidden neutron decays from the 
isobaric analog states average about 95% for the heavier even-A Sb isotopes, and about 60% for 
the odd-A isotopes. Gamma-ray deexcitation and direct and statistical proton decay compete in 
the decays of the IAS of the light Sn isotopes, and a branching ratio of about 90% for gamma-ray 
deexcitation is expected for the IAS in “‘Sb. 
1. Introduction 
The total widths r of isobaric analog states (IAS) which have lorentzian line 
shapes can be described as a sum of an escape width and a spreading width in 
accordance with the two main components in the IAS wave function. 
The escape width r’ is made up of a sum of partial decay widths which are due 
to the isospin-allowed proton decays to single-neutron hole states in the daughter 
nucleus. The partial decay widths are proportional to the single-particle widths ‘) 
which are strongly affected by the proton separation energies S, and the Coulomb 
and centrifugal barriers. The other factors are the spectroscopic factors C’S observed 
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in single-neutron pickup reactions on the parent nuclei. The widths TT are thus 
connected with basic spectroscopic information. 
The spreading width r” is the result of isospin-violating contributions to the IAS 
wave function which usually make neutron decay possible. In lighter nuclei, these 
contributions are believed to result from mixing with configuration or anti-analog 
states and, in heavier nuclei, from mixing with the isovector giant monopole reson- 
ance *) (IVGMR). The width F” thus provides important information about isospin- 
violating processes, about the IVGMR, and about doorway states. 
It is the purpose of the present work to report on calculations of the escape widths 
Fr of the IAS for all Sn and Te isotopes, to establish their characteristics and to 
compare them to available data. The method outlined earlier ‘) was employed, and 
all available spectroscopic information for neutron pickup reactions was used for 
the calculations. Subsequently, the spreading widths r” were deduced using the 
known experimental total widths F. Here again, the characteristics were determined 
and compared to theoretical predictions. Attention was given to the decay modes 
associated with II“. This aspect is important because isospin-forbidden neutron 
decay is not always energetically permitted. 
2. Theoretical considerations 
2.1. ESCAPE WIDTH l-+ 
The 7’, component of the IAS is obtained by operating with the isospin-lowering 
operator T_ on the parent-state wave function. It therefore consists of a coherent 
superposition of particle-hole excitations, and proton emission leads to single- 
neutron hole states. These are the same states reached in neutron pickup reactions 
on the parent nucleus. The close connection between the escape width I” and the 
respective neutron pickup spectroscopic factors C’S can be expressed ‘) as a sum 
over the various hole states as 
(1) 
Here, E, is the binding energy of the neutron which is transformed into a proton 
in the charge-exchange process, and E, is the proton decay energy. The single-particle 
(proton) escape width rl.,. can be calculated from the square of the matrix element 
representing the overlap between the wave function of the bound neutron which is 
transformed and that of the decaying proton. The procedure consists of constructing 
the wave functions by varying the proton decay energy E, near the IAS resonance 
and finding the depth of the Woods-Saxon potential well for each proton energy. 
The standard geometry with r0 = 1.25 fm, a = 0.65 fm, A = 25 has been used 
throughout. Subsequently the f.w.h.m. of the distribution for the square of this 
overlap integral is determined. It represents the single-particle escape width for the 
respective particle-hole configuration of the IAS. 
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A simpler expression for the single-particle escape width was reported earlier 3*4). 
It consists of a product of a reduced width (Wigner limit) and a proton penetration 
factor calculated from Coulomb functions. Thus, Tt of eq. (1) depends on the 
spectroscopic factors C2S for neutron pickup, but it is also very sensitive to the 
proton separation energies and the angular momentum carried away by the decay 
proton on account of the Coulomb and centrifugal barriers. 
2.2. SPREADING WIDTH I-’ 
The theoretical description 2,5) of the spreading width r” in medium-heavy and 
heavy nuclei assumes isospin mixing via the charge-dependent Coulomb force 
between the IAS and the (To- 1) component of the isovector giant monopole 
resonance (IVGMR). The latter then couples to underlying 2p2h doorway states 
with isospin T, = T,, - 1 via the strong residual interaction. Combining this descrip- 
tion with a strength-function approach “) for the damping width of the IVGMR 
leads to 
with 
P = 2T@,S(E,,,) (2) 
S(E) =’ ~MxvlR(E) 
277 (E - EIVGMR)*+(~~,VGMR(E))*. (3) 
Here, V,, is the charge-dependent matrix element coupling the IAS with the 
IVGMR, and the second factor represents the energy-dependent strength function 
S(E) taken at E = EIAS. The quantity T,,,,,(E), also to be taken at E = El,,, 
represents the distribution of the coupling strength between the IVGMR and the 
doorway states. Eq. (2) did initially not give a satisfactory description of the available 
data. In particular, the observed strong increase with neutron excess for several 
sequences of deformed isotopes was not reproduced. However, acceptable agreement 
was obtained ‘) for the available data with A> 110, including the IAS of the Sn 
and Te isotopes, by postulating for deformed nuclei a splitting of the IVGMR 
strength due to mixing with the P-vibration component of the isovector giant 
quadrupole resonance (IVGQR). A similar splitting of the isoscalar quadrupole 
resonance and mixing with the isoscalar monopole resonance, and hence a significant 
shift of the monopole strength to lower excitations energies, is well established both 
theoretically and experimentally 8,9). 
3. Procedures and results 
Calculating the escape widths r’ from eq. (1) requires knowledge of experimental 
or calculated spectroscopic factors C’S. These values are listed in table 1. Since the 
dominant contributions in the sum of eq. (1) come from I= 0 proton decay between 
O+ and $’ states, pickup of 2~,,~ neutrons will provide the most important terms, 
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and only these C’S are included in the table. Columns 5-8 and lo-13 give experi- 
mental spectroscopic factors C2S for the transitions to the O+ or $’ ground states 
or excited i’ states, respectively. They are separately displayed for even-A and 
odd-A nuclei. Columns 5, 6 and 10, 11 show experimental values for the (p, d) and 
(d, t) neutron pickup reactions, respectively. The values in columns 7, 8 and 12, 13 
are deduced from the spectroscopic factors for the (d, p) neutron stripping reaction 
on the neighboring neutron-deficient isotope. 
The spectroscopic factors C2S of table 1 are displayed in fig. 1 as function of 
neutron number N for both, the Sn and the Te targets. Spectroscopic factors from 
the (p, d) neutron pickup reaction are given in columns 5 and 10. Special attention 
was given to the data of Cavanagh et al. lo) who measured this reaction for all stable 
even-A Sn targets including angular distributions for the lowest s,/* states but do 
not report spectroscopic factors. An analysis of these data by us using well established 
optical-model parameters 1’,12) provides reliable relative spectroscopic factors. 
Absolute values can only be based on the reported cross sections at 8 = 6” where 
the I= 0 angular distributions have steep slopes. Since the finite opening angle of 
the spectrograph may have a significant effect on the effective angle, it was decided 
to renormalize the relative values by a factor 0.5 to obtain C’S = 0.41 for “%n in 
agreement with reanalyzed (d, t) data 13). The values so obtained are shown in fig. 
1 as filled squares. A few additional values from other (p, d) data are included as 
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Fig. 1. Spectroscopic factors C’S for 2s,,, neutron pickup, for even-A (top) and odd-A (bottom) Sn 
and Te isotopes. Primary data (open and filled circles and squares) and secondary data (filled small 
circles) are taken from table 1. The solid curves represent the adopted values used for the calculations 
(see text). The dashed curves represent limits based on RCS occupation probabilities (see text). 
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Spectroscopic factors C2S from the (d, t) neutron pickup reaction of columns 6 
and 11 are included in fig. 1 as open circles 13-15) and filled small circles, respectively. 
The values listed in columns 7 and 12 are deduced from one single complete set 
of (d, p) data measured by Schneid et al. 16). These data were reanalyzed by us using 
both, the original optical-model parameters and more recent parameter sets “,“). 
A radial cutoff employed originally was not used. The standard geometry for 
generating the bound-state wave functions of the transferred neutrons was intro- 
duced. The reanalyzed spectroscopic factors C’S deviate by up to factors of two 
from the originally reported values. The C’S so obtained are shown in fig. 1 as 
filled circles. 
Additional spectroscopic factors C’S deduced from other (d, p) data of columns 
8 and 13 are also included in fig. 1 as filled small circles. The uncertainties for these 
data points are difficult to estimate because of the use of differing parameter sets. 
They may exceed a factor of two in some cases. 
Table 1 contains in column 14 additional values for C’S which were derived 
from the experimental magnetic moments p of the respective J” = 4’ ground states. 
By using the “‘Sn(d, t)“%, Schippers et al. 14) demonstrated that p(“‘Sn) is largely 
determined by the sl12 strength. Neglecting small contributions from states with 
J” = I+, the approximate result 
5: C’S(0;) = -0.523 /.L((~+)//L~ (4) 
was found in good agreement with the experimentally observed s,/~ strengths 
C2S(Of’) for the neutron pickup reaction to the neighboring even-A isotope. Assum- 
ing a constant fraction of C’S(Ol,.)/C C’S(O+) for the s,,~ strength residing in the 
ground state, as found 14) in “%n(d, t), one obtains the estimate 
C’S(O;,.) = -0.322 /&+)//L~ . (5) 
This equation was used to obtain the values in column 14 of table 1 for several 
odd-A nuclei. They are also shown in fig. 1 as filled small circles. 
Complete and consistent sets of estimated values for C*S(g.s.; 2s,,,) for the Sn 
and Te isotopes are shown in columns 9 and 15, and they are represented by solid 
lines in fig. 1. As described in the next section, they are based on the experimental 
values, but considerations related to the fullness or emptiness of the 2s,,, orbital 
in the respective initial or final O+ ground states for even-A or odd-A targets are 
also considered. 
The next column 16 gives the calculated single-particle escape widths rT+, divided 
by the neutron excess (N -2). A very pronounced odd-A/even-A staggering is 
already apparent from the calculated values. As mentioned before in sect. 2.1. they 
were obtained from the square of an overlap integral. The input energies at which 
the partial s-wave shifts take on the value $r have been shifted slightly to values 
which place the maxima of the distributions to the appropriate proton decay energies. 
This increases the singe-particle widths by as much as 12%. 
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TABLE 1 
Experimental and estimated spectroscopic factors for neutron pickup reactions and (d, p) stripping 
reactions on Sn and Te isotopes. Calculated single-particle escape widths I&. and escape widths TT for 
the IAS of the Sn and Te isotopes 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
C’S(~S,,~; even A) 
Nuclei A I” E, 
(kev) exp. exp. exp. exp. adopted 





























1+ i 215 
Te-I 121 f’ 0 
122 0+ 0 
123 ;+ 0 
124 0+ 0 
125 i+ 0 
126 0+ 0 
127 f’ 61 
128 0+ 0 
129 f’ 181 
130 0+ 0 
131 f’ 296 
0.145 “) 
0.230 “) 
























0.37 ‘) 0.685 
0.62 “) 0.760 
0.825 
“) See ref. lo); reanalyzed; normalization factor 0.5; see text. h, Ref. *‘). ‘) Ref. 28). ‘) Ref. 13). ‘) Ref. 2p). 
‘) Ref. I’), 8, Ref. “). h, Ref. ‘I). ‘) Ref. 32). ‘) Ref. 16); reanalyzed. k, Ref. “). ‘) Ref. 34). “) Ref. “). 
According to eq. (l), the main contribution to the escape width I” are obtained 
by multiplying these 2~~~~ single-particle widths by the respective spectroscopic 
factors C’S. These values are expected to approximately describe the experimental 
escape widths subject to the reliability of the spectroscopic factors. The contributions 
of proton decays to excited states are further expected to lead to small increases 
for the combined total escape widths due to the summation over the transitions to 
all states as required by eq. (1). Indeed, using the detailed and reliable spectroscopic 
data for ground and excited transitions for the reactions “6*“7Sn(d, t) “5~“6Sn 





(11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) 
C%(~S,,~; odd A) fl,f2s,,,)l rWs,,,) i-l I-i 
(N-2) 
exp. exp. exp. exp. ti adopted talc. cab talc. cab 
(d, t) (d, P) (d, P) &eV) NV) (kev) (keV) 
0.54j) 0.57 8) 
0.49 ‘) 
0.45 “) 0.32 p, 0.36 ,‘) 0.52 ‘f 
0.55 J) 0.37 “) 0.29 ‘) 
0.27 ‘) 0.30 ‘) 
0.28 ‘) 0.19’) 







0.28 ‘“) 0.491 
0.30 “;‘) 0.430 
0.32 *‘I) 0.375 





0.24 “‘I) 0.285 




0.07 0.01* 0.01 
28.0 14.7k2.2 
0.21 0.08 f 0.02 
30.0 13.3 * 2.0 
1.09 0.58iO.09 0.75*0.11 0.56iO.i7 
43.0 13.8zt2.1 14.8zt2.2 17.2i2.6 
1.24 0.8 1 * 0.24 
53.0 18.8*2.8 
1.74 1.35*0.40 
61.9 18.9 * 2.8 
2.38 2.10* 1.05 
67.9 18.1*2.7 




41.0 12.6* 1.9 
1.37 1.21 *to.60 
49.0 12.9* 1.9 
2.13 2.09* 1.05 
55.7 13.1*2.0 
2.88 3.06* 1.53 
61.8 13.Ok2.0 
3.73 4.24k2.12 
66.4 12.9* 1.9 
“) Ref. 36). “) Ref. 37). p, Ref. 14). q, Ref. 38). ‘) Ref. 39). ‘) Ref. 40). ‘) Ref. 4’). “) Ref. 42). ‘) Ref. 43). 
“) Ref. 44). “) Ref. 45). y, Ref. %). ‘) Ref. 47). ..) Estimated from magnetic moments; see text. 
[ refs. 13*i4)] and the respective calculations for all single-particle escape widths for 
excited states leads to small increases in the total escape widths. Column 17 gives 
the calculated escape widths T’(2s,,,) based on C’S = 0.41 and 0.32, respectively, 
from refs. 13*14). Column 18 gives the combined widths I” which include all contribu- 
tions from decays to excited states with lower proton decay energies and higher or 
the same I-values. Only two to three states give modest contributions. For lB6Sn and 
“‘Sn the increases are by factors of 1.29 and 1.08, respectively, An unce~ainty of 
*IS% is assigned to these results. The calculated escape width ff = 14.8*2.2 keV 
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for the IAS in “‘Sb is in very good agreement with the experimental value of 
r’ = 16.5 f 3.3 keV. In the absence of more detailed spectroscopic information for 
excited states, the above enhancement factors will be used below to account for 
decays to excited states for all even-A and odd-A nuclei. 
Column 19, finally, gives the escape widths derived from the adopted values C2S 
(2s,J of columns 9 and 15, the calculated single-particle widths of column 16, and 
the above small enhancement factors. Uncertainties of *30% are assigned to the 
even-A cases (*50% for iV 2 72) and *15% to the odd-A cases. These uncertainties 
prove quite appropriate (see sect. 4). 
Experimental and calculated total, escape and spreading widths for the IAS of 
all Sn and Te isotopes are listed in table 2. In addition the table gives the closely 
related branching ratios. The ground states of the light odd-A Sn and Te isotopes 
have J” = f’ based on the 2s ,,2 orbital. These states become low-lying $’ states in 
the heavier odd-A isotopes. The respective excitation energies are given in column 
4. Also included in the table is experimental information for low-lying 5’ states. 
Column 5 shows the experimental total widths r observed in (3He, t) charge 
exchange I’) and in proton resonance work ‘8,‘9), respectively. The former data were 
obtained for all even-A isotopes as well as “7,“9Sn and ‘25Te. The latter data were 
obtained for all odd-A isotopes. There is good agreement between the results from 
the two types of measurements, and averaged values are given for the three odd-A 
cases. 
The only other available experimental data are the escape widths r? for odd-A 
nuclei obtained in proton resonance work ‘8,‘9). They are given in column 6. Further 
included in this table in column 7 are the calculated values from table 1. The 
experimental and calculated escape widths are displayed in fig. 2a. 
Spreading widths r” deduced from r’ = r-r’ are listed in columns 8 and 9. 
The experimental total widths r of column 5 were used in both cases, and possible 
systematic errors will therefore affect both sets. Column 8 uses the available experi- 
mental values of r’ from column 6. It includes a few widths for $’ states. Column 
9 uses the calculated values from column 7, and they therefore represent combined 
experimental/calculated values. Column 10 gives theoretical spreading widths r” 
from ref. ‘). They make use of the charge-dependent sum-rule matrix elements of 
Lane and Mekjian 20), a parameterization of the excitation energies of the IVGMR, 
and a strength-function approach “). The postulated coupling ‘) with the IVGQR is 
included in the results. 
The last four columns 11 to 14 show the experimental and calculated branching 
ratios PT = TT/T and P’ = T”/T. These branching ratios represent the relative decay 
probabilities for direct proton decay and, if energetically allowed, mostly statistical 
isospin-forbidden neutron decay. The various decay modes will be discussed in 
more detail in the next section. 
All values in table 2 related to $’ states in the heavier odd-A Sn and Te isotopes 
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4. Discussion 
Insight into the characteristics of the spectroscopic factors C’S for 2~,,~ pickup 
reactions on the Sn and Te isotopes can be obtained by considering the summed 
strength & C2S(2s,,4 for all 2~~ transitions. These summed strengths represent 
limits for the quantities of interest and provide information about the expected trends. 
Ignoring the fragmentation of strength, the Ot ground states of the even-A isotopes 
are assumed to be represented by BCS wave functions where the 2~~ components 
are described by the respective BCS fullness and emptiness parameters, ~(241 
and ~(2s~~~). Furthermore, the t’ (mostly) ground states of the odd-A isotopes are 
assumed to be one-quasi-particle (Iqp) states which carry the full 2~5~~~ lqp strength. 
Other lqp shell-model contributions are blocked. 
Under these assumptions, spectroscopic factors C’S are obtained from the fullness 
and emptiness parameters as 
c2s(o+ + f’) = 202(2s,,*) (6) 
for even-A targets. Here, v(~s,,~) is the fullness parameter of the even-A target 
nucleus. Correspondingly, 
c’s(t’+ Of) = u2(2s,,*) (7) 
for odd-A targets. Here, u(~s,,~) is the emptiness parameter of the neighboring 
neutron-deficient even-A isotope. The sumrule strengths for the two idealized cases 
are 2~?(2s,,,~) and 1, respectively. 
Fig. 1 displays as dashed lines the spectroscopic factors so obtained as function 
of the neutron number N for even-A (top) and odd-A (bottom) nuclei. The lines 
represent reasonable averages deduced from theoretical 2’*22) and experi- 
mental 16*18,23 
) occupation probabilities. The calculations have been carried out with 
both, random phase 21) and Tamm-Dancoff “) approximations supported by experi- 
mental values from (d, p) stripping ‘“) and (p, t) two-neutron pickup 23) reactions. 
Values for Te isotopes 19) are also considered for the higher neutron numbers. As 
pointed out earlier 19), the occupation probabilities for Te and Sn isotopes are similar 
at the same neutron number. This assumption is supported by the data of table 1. 
The assumption is certainly not satisfied exactly, but it should be acceptable within 
our stated uncertainties. 
Except for N = 74, all primary data shown in fig. 1 by open and filled circles and 
squares follow well-defined trends. These trends when expressed by a smooth 
empirical dependence on N are represented by the two solid curves. The respective 
adopted spectroscopic factors are listed in columns 9 and 15 of table 1. The secondary 
data represented in fig. 1 by the filled small circles follow the general trends but, 
as expected, they also display significant scatter. 
The experimental spectroscopic factors approximated by the solid lines and the 
calculated values based on BCS occupation probabilities (dashed lines) are shown 
in fig. 1. They display very different characteristics for the even-A and odd-A 
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isotopes. Whereas the experimental values are typically only about 50% of the 
calculated values for the even-A nuclei, they are in much closer agreement for the 
odd-A nuclei. This behavior can be explained on the basis of two effects which 
change the idealized spectroscopic factors of eqs. (6) and (7). These effects are (i) 
the fragmentation of the 2~~~~ BCS strength in the O+ ground states of the even-A 
isotopes, and (ii) the reduction in the 4’ (mostly) ground states of the odd-A isotopes 
of the extreme lqp strength of 100%. 
Significant fragmentation of the 2s,,* BCS strength in the O+ ground states of 
even-A nuclei has been observed in detailed investigations i’,“) of 
l16,117~n(d, t)l15,116 Sn neutron pickup. Here, the ground states carry only about 84% 
and 60% of the observed strength, respectively. Furthermore, appreciable fractions 
of the available strengths could not be located in the energy intervals investigated. 
For odd-A nuclei it was reported in a theoretical study 24) that the lowest i’ states 
carry only about 90% of the projected lqp strength. It was suggested, however, from 
an investigation of the ‘17Sn(d, t)‘?Sn neutron pickup reaction 14) that the true 
ground state of ii7Sn may deviate even more from a pure lqp state. 
Both of these effects lead to a significant reduction of C’S(O++$+) from the value 
of eq. (6) for even-A target nuclei. The observed reduction from fig. 1 is about 50%. 
The situation for C2S(F + O+) for odd-A target nuclei is different. A reduction 
of the projected lqp strength in the target nucleus will reduce both, C’S($++O+) 
and the sumrule strength. However, fragmentation of the BCS occupation probability 
v~(~s,,~) in the final Of ground state will increase C’S($‘+O+) because of the 
increased emptiness. Consequently, the two effects can lead to a partial cancellation 
which seems to be observed in fig. 1. 
A quantitative description of the two effects will not be attempted here. However, 
it appears that the departures from a pure lqp description of the $’ states must be 
significantly greater than predicted 24) leading to admixtures of more complicated 
3qp states, particularly in the light odd-A Sn isotopes, as was also suggested earlier 14) 
from a study of “‘Sn. 
The escape widths r’ of column 7 in table 2 derived from these spectroscopic 
factors C’S and the calculated single-particle escape widths rz.,. are in good 
agreement with the available experimental values for the odd-A nuclei of column 
6. Only the calculated values for ‘13Sn and “‘Sn are high and slightly outside the 
quoted uncertainties. This may suggest that the C2S deduced from the magnetic 
moments should be given more weight. Alternatively, the experimental values ‘*) 
could be low. The low isotopic abundances of the two target nuclei do not appear 
to be responsible, but it is conceivable that the interference between the observed 
resonant and Coulomb background amplitudes is influenced by the presence of 
statistical proton emission (see below) for these two proton resonance reactions 14). 
However, the overall agreement between the calculated and experimental escape 
widths r’ gives credence to the assumption that the predicted values for the even-A 
isotopes for which no data exist are also reliable. 
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The calculated and experimental values of r’ are displayed in fig. 2a as function 
of A for the IAS of both, the Sn and Te isotopes. There is a pronounced oscillatory 
structure with very small widths for the even-A isotopes, particularly the light ones. 
This odd-A/even-A staggering is mostly due to the strong dependence of the 
single-particle reduced widths on the proton decay energies 0,. This quantity is 
plotted in fig. 2c, and it displays a strong oscillatory behavior as well superimposed 
on a weak increase with A. The calculations showed a rapid increase of l& by 
three orders of magnitude for a variation of Q, from 3 to 8 MeV. This dependence 
is best understood in the simplified expression 3,4) where rl.,. is expressed as product 
of the Wigner limit of the reduced single-particle proton width and the Coulomb 
penetrability pI = 2k,F,/( Ff + Gf). The values for r&,. reported earlier 3,4) for several 
Sn isotopes are in fact very close to the ones of table l(factor 2 to 3 larger). Whitten 
et al. “) already pointed out that r’ for even-A isotopes should be small. This was 
adopted as r? = 0 for all even-A Sn and Te isotopes in ref. “). 
Combining the experimental or calculated escape widths r’ with the experimental 
total width r of column 5 in table 2 leads to the experimental and calculated 
spreading widths r’ of columns 8 and 9, also displayed in fig. 2b. These indirectly 
determined calculated and experimental values are in excellent agreement with each 
other. The widths are essentially constant with no apparent staggering effects except 
possibly for the Te isotopes. The good agreement for the odd-A Te isotopes may 
suggest low/high values for the experimental total widths r of the odd-A/even-A 
isotopes. It is of interest to note that the experimental values in column 8 reported 
for the 5’ states agree well with those for the i’ and Oc states. The only apparent 
discrepancy is the calculated small value for ‘14Sn. It results from a small total width 
observed in the ‘14Sn(3He,t)“4Sb charge-exchange reaction “). A systematic error 
in the measurement could be responsible for this on account of the low isotopic 
abundance of the target used. Alternatively, it might also have a physical origin 
associated with the (Id,,, , lg7J subshell closure 25) in ‘i4Sn. 
Included in fig. 2 are the theoretical values ‘) of column 10 in table 2. They display 
a very weak dependence on neutron excess and, except for ‘14Sn, there is good 
agreement with the experimental and calculated values. The theoretical values would 
decrease by about 35% if the postulated ‘) mixing in the calculations with the IVGQR 
is removed leading to poorer agreement. However, the strongest influence of this 
mixing is not displayed for the Sn and Te isotopes but instead for the strongly 
deformed rare-earth nuclei where it accounts for the pronounced increase with 
neutron excess. 
The oscillatory behavior of the escape widths r’ and the smooth behavior of the 
spreading widths r” is also visible in the oscillations observed for the total widths. 
The above characteristics are also reflected in the branching ratios P’ and P”. For 
the lightest even-A Sn isotopes P’=O and hence P’- 100%. The quantity P’ 
increases slightly for the even-A isotopes with increasing A, particularly for the Te 
isotopes, and on the average P’-5% and P”- 95%. For the odd-A isotopes the 
Sn-Sb t Te - I , , 
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Fig. 2. Experimental (filled circles) and calculated (open circles) (a) escape widths rr and (b) spreading 
widths ri (including theoretical predictions) for the IAS of the Sn and Te isotopes. Part fc) shows the 
Q-values Q, and Q, for the direct proton decay and isospin-forbidden statistical neutron decay from 
the IAS to the respective ground states. 
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contributions from the escape width I” are not negligible, and the average values 
are P’ = 30% and PL = 70%. 
The total width I’ determines the lifetime of an IAS. The IAS in ‘19Sb, for example, 
has a lifetime r * 1.5 x 10s2’ s with branching ratios P’ = 40% and P’ = 60%. If one 
could “turn ofI” either “spreading” or “escape”, then one would find rT = 
3.7 x 10B2* s and rJ. = 2.5 x lo-** s. The escape width r’ leads to direct proton decay 
as noted above. However, the decay characteristics associated with the spreading 
width S’ are not as clear. It is usually connected with isospin-forbidden statistical 
neutron decay. Indeed, calculations with the computer code CASCADE 26) for the 
statistical emission of charged and neutral particles and gamma rays from the IAS 
in ‘19Sb yield a probability of 93% for neutron emission. 
However, the transition probabilities and penetrabilities for neutron emission are 
not the factors determining r’. In fact, fig. 2c displays the Q-values for neutron 
emission to the ground states of the respective daughter nuclei. It shows that Q,, < 0 
for the IAS in the Sb isotopes with A < 116 and neutron emission is therefore 
energetically not even possible. Caiculations with the CASCADE code 2”) show that 
gamma-deexcitation and proton emission dominate the statistical decays for A < 116 
reaching -90% gamma deexcitation for A = 112. This contradicts earlier con- 
clusions ‘) where r,/r = 1 was assumed for the IAS of 9’Zr, 95Mo and “‘Sn all of 
which have Qn <O. 
The theoretical treatment of the spreading widths r’ in heavier nuclei assumes 
mixing between the IAS and the IVGMR. It is described by eqs. (2) and (3). The 
charge-dependent matrix element V CD connects the IAS and the IVGMR. Following 
this description 6), the energy-dependent strength function S(E) represents the 
distribution of the IVGMR wave function over the bound and continuum states of 
the nucleus. These are certain 2p2h doorway states (the “spreading state”) which 
are coupled via the residual nuclear interaction to the collective lplh IVGMR state. 
It follows that the spreading width rJ depends on the charge-dependent matrix 
element Vco, on the nuclear matrix elements connecting the IVGMR and the 
doorway states, and on the density of doorway states near the IAS. The associated 
lifetime r1 = l/f” therefore describes the time evolution of the spreading of the 
T, = To component of the lplh excitation populated in the charge-exchange reaction 
into 2p2h doorway states. It must compete with direct proton decay characterized 
by r1 = l/r’. The system subsequently progresses further towards a complete com- 
pound state which then decays into every open channel. 
The decay characteristics of the IAS of the Sn isotopes shows interesting features 
which should be studied. combining the calculated probabilities due to the escape 
and spreading widths from table 2 and the results for the statistical decays based 
on calculations with the CASCADE code 26) leads to the results displayed in fig. 3. 
Here, the relative cont~butions from direct and statistical proton decay, statistical 
neutron decay and from y-deexcitation are shown as bar diagrams as function of 
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Fig. 3. Relative decay probabilities for direct and statistical proton decay, statistical neutron decay and 
y-deexcitation from the IAS of the Sn isotopes. 
A. Direct proton decay is given directly by the escape probabilities P’ of table 2. 
The values alternate between small values from 0 to 7% for even A and values of 
about 40% for odd A. The balance is represented by neutron emission, but only for 
A 2 118. For A = 118 to A = 116 contributions from y-deexcitation and even statis- 
tical proton decay become important because of the increasing hindrance of neutron 
emission due to low decay energies (see fig. 2~). Neutron decay is not possible for 
A < 116, and a delicate balance between direct and statistical proton decay and 
y-deexcitation develops influenced by the respective maximum decay energies. This 
includes “?Sb where the three modes are predicted to be about equal, and ‘12Sb 
which is expected to decay with -90% probability by y-emission. The multiplicity 
of y-rays in the deexcitation is greater than unity which increases the total number 
of emitted y-rays accordingly. 
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